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ABSTRACT 
Reviewed in this paper are the following deterministic models of 
epidemics. 
1. Non-recurrent Epidemics (two models). 
2. Geographical Spread of Epidemics. 
3· Recurrent Epidemics. 
The material in this paper are excerpts from the following papers and 
books. 
Bailey, N. T. J. (1957). The Mathematical Theory of Epidemics (pp. 25- 29, 
32 - 35). 
Kendal, S. G. (1955). Deterministic and Stochastic Epidemics in Closed 
Population. Third Berkeley Symposium on Math. Stat. and Frob. 
Vol. IV (pp. 149 - 165). 
Karlin, s. (1962). Unpublished lecture notes. 
EPIDEMIC MODELS 
Keewhan Chei February, 1965 
• . ' l_~· 
We consider a population of susceptible groups or people invaded by a 
disease of the following character: for each member who contracts the disease 
there exists 
1. a preliminary non-infectious incubation period, followed by 
2. an infectious but non-symptomatic period, leading to 
3· a symptomatic period at which time the member is removed from the 
population of susceptibles. 
Model 1. We imagine a population of n+l members with a single person infected 
initially. Those infected are not removed. 
Let x(t) = number susceptibles at time t 
y(t) = number infected at time t 
OUr initial conditions are thus x(O) = n, y(O) = 1; if sick are not removed, 
we have x(t) + y(t) = n + 1 for all t. We assume the spread of the epidemic 
is caused by relative contact between susceptibles and the infected. Then 
dx/ dt - - t3xy, and letting -r = t3t, dx/ d-r = - xy. x + y = n + 1 ==> 
dx/ d-r = - x(n + 1 - x) = - x(n + 1) + x? and we have a Bernoulli differential 
equation. T.he solution is standard, x(-r) = (n+l)n/(e(n+l)-r + n). It is 
common procedure to call - dx/d-r the epidemic curve, since it represents the 
rate of infection of susceptibles. 
Then, - ~ = (n+l)2 n e(n+l)-r/(n+e(n+l)-r)2 
loge (n) 
The above function has a maximum at Tmax = n + 1 
The 
epidemic 
curve is symmetrical about·-~·-· • Since x(-r ) = (~~1)/2 the 
max max 
reaches its peak when one-half of the population is stricken. 
dx 
- dT 
log8 (n) 
n+l 
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.Mqfle;L 2., ··::This mode]. was first treated. by Kerma.ck and McKendrick in 1927 and 
was given an approximate solution. Kendall later gave an exact solution, We 
begin with the approximate solution. Let 
x(t) = number susceptibles in population 
y( t) == number infected and infectious 
z(t) = number removed or cured and innnune. ; ' ... ~_) : -.: 
Then, the number of susceptibles is reduced by those infected_J · the·-~umber of 
infected is increased by those stricken and decreased by tho'ie ~~eel, with 
rate.S''pr~ortional to contact. Therefore ' ': 
(1) d:x/ dt = -t)xy 
(2) dy/ dt = t)xy - yy 
f' 
(3) dz/dt == - d:x/dt - dy/dt = yy, 
. d(x + y + z) 
since x + y + z == n = size of populat~on ~> dt == 0 for all t. It 
is convenient to let p = y/ t3. p is called the 11relati ve removal rate 11 or the 
11threshold 11 constant since, from (2), dy/dt = y(t)x- y), and if initially 
x(O) s y/t3 == p then dy/dtS 0 and no epidemic may ensue. From (1) and (3), 
dx/ dz = - x/ p ==> x = x0 e -z/p where x0 = _.x( 0). • ~. dz/ dt = y(n-z-x0 e-z/ P) 
since x + y + z = n, for all t. The appro,ximation now made by Kermack and 
McKendrick was to employ t~e first: thre~ terms in the expansion of e- z/ P. 
• dz ( / · .. ·2/. '-2}) .. ·( ( ) ( 1 ) 2/ 2} 
•• dt = y n - z - x 0 fl - z p + z 2p = y n-x0 + z xd p - 1 - x0 z 2p 
It is interesting to note that tlrree terms of the expansion were required 
since in most cases x0 is just above the threshold level and thus 
z (xJ p - 1) "' z2 , for z small. 
We digress now .to examine the solution of the above differential 
equation, a very common type called Ricatti's equation. 
Its most general form is 
- ~~ = u2 + p(t)u + q(t) (a) 
To find the general solution, we consider the linear second order equationJ 
(b) 
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We claim that, if v is any general solution of (b), then u = v'/v is a 
general solution of (a) in any region for which v p 0. 
SUppose u = v'/v. Then 
u' = 
v"v - (v' )2 
(v)2 
v" 
=-
v 
v" 
v 
and u' + u2 + p(t)u + q(t) = v"/v + p(t) v'/v + q(t) = 0 (from (b)) and 
u = v'/v is indeed a solution of (a). 
Returning to our original equation, let s = x0 t/2p2, and we have 
where we have now let z = 0 so that x + y = n. 
0 0 0 
We thus solve the related equation 
2 X 2 d v + (l _ ~) 2p dv 
dt2 p xo dt 
which has constant coefficients and is solved by utilizing a combination of 
exponentials. 
where 
The solution is straightforward and 
p2 { xo l } 
z =-- (-- - 1) +a tanh (2 ayt - ~) xo p 
X ~ = tanh- 1 1: (~ - 1) 
0 p 
We now differentiate to find the "cure rate" curve. 
dz 1 p2 2 2(1 ) 
- = - - a y sech - a"t - ~ dt 2 X 2 I · 
0 
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This curve is sym:netric about a maximum which coincides with the ~imli'ln 
infectious rate. ....... '-.~'"•-=)''' 
dz 
dt 
As t --> ~, we find 
2 { X z(o:~) = ~ (P0 - 1) +a} 
0 
t 
t = 2t/ay max 
. . ... . . ~ 
and we interpret this value as representiilg>the total "size" of the epidemic; 
i.e., the total number infected. If we a~sume y0 << (xc/p) - 1, then 
a - (xj p - 1) and 
Now assume x0 is a fixed value aboy~ ~}le. threshGld .. so that x0 = p + 'll. Then 
z(co) ,.. 2p(l - __£_) = 2p(2-) - 2v where v << p 
.. p+v . :·P'tV . 
Thus, through the course of the epidemic, the nunilier of susceptibles will 
eventually fall as far below the threshold as it was above at the outbreak. 
References: 
Bailey, N. T. J. (1957), The Mathematical Theo~y of Epidemics. 
Kermack, W. o., ru1d McKendrick, A. G. (1927-33), Contributions to the 
Mathematical Theory of Epidemics, Proc. Roy. Soc. · ., : .,. · 
Kendall, D. G. (1956), Deterministic and Stochastic epidemics in Closed 
Populations, Proc. Third Berkeley Symposi'l,lm on ·Math. Stat. and Frob. 
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[This material follows N. T. J. Bailey, The Mathematical 'lheory of 
Epidemics, pp. 25-29 which discusses part of' a paper by D. G. Kendall, 
Deterministic and Stochastic Epidemics in Closed Populations, vol. IV, Third 
Berkeley Symposium, pp. 149-165.] 
The adequacy of' the approximate solution obtained by Kermack and McKen-
drick may be examined by considering the modified model of' which it is the 
exact solution. As before 
(l) 
.-. 
dz Cit = YY 
with x(O) = x , y(O) = y , z(O) = z = 0. However ~ is now temporarily 0 0 0 
assumed to be a fUnction of' z, ~(z). Then 
from which 
z 
x = x exp f- .! J ~(u) du: 
o ·-Yo ...J 
Making the particular choice 
(2) 
with ~(0) 
Thus 
~(z) = 2~ (l - !) + (1 - !)-1 p p 
= ~ and p = v/ ~' 
z z 
J ~(z) dz = J 
0 0 
= -
2~(1 - ~) du 
' p 
(1 - ~)2 + 1 p 
z z2 y 1og(l -- + ---) 
. p 2p2 
z z2 
X = X (1 -- + -) • 
0 p 2p2 
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Using y = n - z - x, 
r xo 
= y 1 n - x + z (- - 1) 
-- 0 p 
:J.'. 
This is exactly the approximation obtained by Kermack and McKendrick. 
From (2), ~(z) < ~ for 0 < z s p so that the a~praximation consistently under-
estimates the rate at which infection takes place and hence underestimates the 
total size, z(oo), of the epidemic. Further, if at any time z > p then 
~(z) < 0 and the number of susceptib1es is an increasing fUnction of time. 
We now return to the model as given by (1) with ~ and y positive con-
stants. As before, an immediate consequence of (1) is that 
).J.:~' .... t 
-z/ P e 
where p ~ y/?, so that 
(3) dz ( •~/ P). -- = y n - z - x e dt 0 
Since x e-z/p is convex with intercept x on the fUnction axis, its 
0 , .. :'. ·' ' " .. : .... ,0 ' 
graph is intersected exactly t~ice by the graph of n - z. 
x e -z/ P 
0 
Letting -~1 and ~2 be the two roots, one negative and one positive, of 
dz/dt = o, dz/dt > 0 for 0 s z < 'f12• From (3) 
: : ~. ,, 
. . ·. 
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dz dt = ------~.--
y(n - z - x0 e -z/ P) 
and, using z = 0 at t = 0, 
z 
(4) t = t(z) = ~ J du 
Y o n - u - x0 -U/ p ' e 
with convergence for 0 ~ z < ~2 • 
t(z) as given by (4) is one-to-one for 0 s z s ~2 and hence has an, _: 
inverse there, so that equations (3) and (4) provide.a formal solution for 
dz/dt as a function oft, called the notifications curve by Kend~ • 
For 0 < z < ~2, 
z z (1- xo e-u/p) du 
t(z) = ~ J 
Y o n - u - x0 
______ d_u ______ ~ ~ 1 J ~--~P~------~-
e -u/ P Y o ri - u - x -u/ P o e 
z/·. z - x e- p· · 
0 .'\ 
n- x · / 
0 
Therefore lim t(z) = 00 • Thus z(~) = Z00 = ~2, ahd ~~ may be interpreted as 
Z-+112 
the size of the epidemic. 
It is usual, according to Kendall, to discuss xhe epidemic generated.by 
the introduction of a trace of infectives (y } .. tnto a population consisting 
0 
entirely of susceptibles. This motivates looking at the limits as x approa-
o 
ches n of the elapsed time t(z) until the numb.er of removals equals z. Bailey 
asserts that for t ( z) as given by ( 4) ana:· for::CtiXed z between o and 'T]2, 
lim t(z) = ro, and interprets this as showing that an infinite time elapses 
xo4 
before the epidemic begins. 
z 
Treating x as a continuous variable, 0 . 
z 
du du t(z) =}; J 
'Y o n - u - x0 
1 i 
-u/ P ~ ·y :j 
e . o n - x e -U/ p 0 
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z n u/P 
= £.... J P e . -- du = £.... [log ( ne z/ P - x ) - log ( n - x ) ] 
ny Ufp ny o o 
one - x 
0 
Thus for any fixed z with 0 < z < '!j2, lim t(z) = (X)• 
X -'T) 
0 
Apparently then the time required to reach any fixed positive z may be 
made arbitrarily large by picking x0 sufficiently close to n. [In fac~, 
however, x is discrete and is at most n-1 if there is to be an epidemic, and 
0 
for such x0 the integral defining t(z) converges.] Kendall (and, following 
··.him, Bailey) sees this as a difficulty which is overcome by a shift of the 
time origin to that time at which the notifications curve achieves its maximwm. 
Quoting Kendall, 
11The complete change in our point of view should be 
noted; to begin with we followed the customary procedure 
of studying the development of an epidemic subsequent to its 
artificial creation by the introduction of y infectious 
0 
persons into a population of x susceptibles. We are now 
. . 0 . 
considering an epidemic · as· an: entity· -~ieting from t = - Cl'J 
to t = + =, and we have for convenience located our time-
origin at the epoch o+. greatest activit~.~~ 
Details of Kendall's analysis can be found in the paper cited above. In 
these notes the same results will be obtained without employing Kendall's 
shift in point of view.l/ 
· .. when 
The peak of the notifications curve, dz/dt as a fUnction of t, occurs 
d (dz) 
dt dt = y ¥t = y(f3xy - yY) = f- (x-p) = 0 
Letting ~' y, z denote the number of susceptibles, infectives and removals at 
z/ A -z/p the time when d dt takes its maximum value, x = p. Since x = x0 e , 
z = p log (xcfx) and z = p log(xc/p), and since the total population size 
remains constant, y = n- M- M log(xc/p). 
Using KeOO.al~ 1 s notation, let. , 1 ·and · ' 2 be the number of removals be:f'ore 
and after the. peak ·of ·d.z/ dt, respectively. We have taken z 0 = 0, so 
Y This derivation is due to Karlin. 
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(5) 
and 
(6) 
where ~2 is the unique positive root of n- ~- x0 e-~P = 0. From (5) it is 
apparent that 'l ~ 0 if and only if x0 ~ p. If x0 < p then, since x is a 
decreasing function of t, dz/dt does not peak but is a decreasing function 
for all t. ~1 + '2 ~2 The intensity of the epidemic is given by I = = -- , the ratio 
n n 
of the total number of removals to the population size. The ratio of the 
number of removals before peak activity to the total number of removals, 
'Ji('1 + C2) = 'Ji~2, serves as a measure of the asymmetry of the epidemic. 
The number of infectives at the peak of the epidemic is y = n - M - c1 so that 
the maximum height of the notifications curve is 
(dz) ::: y(n _ P _ ' ) dt max 1 
It should be noted that for fixed n and p the values of 'l' , 2, I and 
(dz/dt)max are functions of x0 • In Kendall's treatment the same symbols are 
used for the limiting quantities as x0 --> n, obtained by replacing x0 by n 
since the functions are continuous. 
and 
In the special case of x = n, 
0 
"' 1. ::: 1 - £ + £ log £ 
n n n n 
so that the proportion of infectives in the population at the peak of the 
epidemic and the ratio of removals prior to peak to the total number of re-
movals are both functions of the intensity I above. Kendall tabulates their 
values at various values of I, and a few are given below. 
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I y/n c,; (cl + s2) 
20 0.6 49 
40 2.5 48 
60 6.8 46 
80 15·5 43 
90 24.2 41 
95 31.9 38 
98 40-3 35 
- lJ.-
I. Geographical Spread of Epidemics 
References: D. G. Kendall, ~purnal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series A, 
Vol. 120 (195'7). pp. 64 .. 6(. 
·-
N. T. J. Bailey., The Mathematical Theory of Epidemics, Hafner, 
1957, pp. 32-35· 
The following analysis is nonrigorous, but is useful in revealing 
features worthy of study in stoch~stic versions of the model. 
Consider an infinite uniform two-dimensional population for which there 
are cr individuals per unit area. 
Let 
x(P,t) = proportion of "susceptibles" in the population at point P, at 
time t. 
''' 
y(P,t) = proportion of "infectives" in the population at point P, at time t. 
z ( P, t) = proportie>n, of "removals" in the populat~oi:1 at point P, at time·. t. 
(1) x(P,~~~t_y~P,t) + z(P,t) = 1 
for each P and t. 
In a small element 0f '-area :d:~kabout P, 
crdS = number of ••:Lrid:ivid.tJ.als" in thttare~ 
' crx(P' t) dS ~ number of "s~sceptibl~s II in 'til~ ~ea at time t 
cry(P,t) d.S ~number of "infectives" in -the area at time t 
crz(P,t) dS R:: number of "removals" in the area at time t 
In this model the time-rate of change of the number of susceptibles in the 
area is taken to be proportional to the product of the number of susceptibles 
in the area and a weighted average, with weights _depending upon P, of the 
number of infectives in other parts of the plane. This latter factor is in-
tended to be a measure of the chanc~ of_ contact of. a susceptible at P with an 
infective somewhere. With p as the factor of p~oportionality, the differ-
ential equation for the time-rate of change of·the number of susceptibles in 
the area is 
t·'·'. 
., 
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~t crx(P,t) d$ = - ~ ox(P,t) dS Jf ay(Q,t) A(P,Q) dS 
Af'ter cancelling a od.S on each side we obtain 
(2) 
(3) 
~t x(P,t) = - ~ crx(P,t) JJ y(Q,t) A(P,Q) dS 
x(P,t) = JJ x(Q,t) \(P,Q) dS 
y(P,t) = JJ y(Q,t) \(P,Q) dS 
z(P,t) = IS z(Q,t) \(P,Q) dS 
where the integrals are with respect to Q over the whole plane. We assume 
th~t ).(P,Q) is such that the integrals in (3) converge. Furthermore, ~e 
assume that JJ \(P,Q) dS is constan~ for ~ach P. There is then no loss of 
generality in supposing that 
(4) IS \(P,Q) dS = 1 for all P, 
since this can be arranged by a suitable a.djustment of the factor of pro- . 
portionality ~· 
Those individuals who leave the susceptible class become infectives. 
Assume a removal-rate y for infectives. Then using (2) and the second 
equation of (3) we have the following set of differential equations (we drop 
(P,t) from the notation for typographical convenience): 
(5) dx_ dt- - ~oxy 
dy = ~oxy - vv-dt Tv 
dz (lt"'YY 
. · .. --.\·\··· 
Multiply tl1e .third equation by \ (P,Q) and integrate out Q to obta±n' ·· 
•.•• ~. ·-· .. r-
(6) 
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Divide the first equation of (5) by equation (6) to obtain 
(7) 
where 
(8) 
d.x 
p=:J. 
f3 
:, . ' 
. ; 
The differential equation (7) is easily solved by separating variables and 
integrating. 
(9) 
The solution is 
x(P,t) = x(P,O) exp(- ~ z(P,t)] p 
We shall take z(P,O) = 0 for all P. This simply amounts to considering in 
the analysis only those individuals who are capable of entering into the 
... ·.· _-, __ .. : 
epidemic. It then follows from the third ~quation of (3) that 
z(P,o) = o for all P. 
Using (1) and (9), rewrite the third equation of (5): 
(10) dz dt = YY 
= y[l - z - x] 
!.'. 
::: y[l - z 
-
x(B,o) exp(-:% z(P,t)}J 
It follows from (5) that as t ~ oo, x decreases since ~ < 0, and z increases 
dz 
since dt > 0. Since x and z are bounded they must tend to limits. Denote 
the respective limits by the omission oft; i.e., 
,·_., 
x(P,t) --> x(P) 
z(P,t) --> z(P) 
z(P,t) --> z(P) etc. 
dz ( Since z tends to a limit we shall assume that dt tends to zero there are 
examples of functions which tend to a limit without the derivative tending to 
zero). ,_.It then. follows from the third equation of ( 5) that y tends to zero 1 
i.e., y(P) = 0 for each P. From (1), 
Consequently 
(11) 
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y(P) = 1 - z(P) - x(P). 
= 1 - z(P) - x(P,O) exp[- ~ z(P)] p 
= 0 
z(P) = 1 - x(P,o) exp[- ~ z(P)] • p 
From the third equation of (3) \ve have, at least for the case :where 
"A(P,Q) is of the form (13), below, 
(12) z(P) = JJ z(Q) "A(P,Q) dS • 
Denote the distance between two points P and Q by PQ. SUppose that the 
weighting~function A has the property that for some b > 0, 
(13) "A(P,Q) = 0 for PQ ~ b 
"A(P,Q) > 0 for PQ < b 
Further, assume initial conditions 
(14) x(P,O) = 1 - t(~) .. 
y(P,o) = e(P) 
where for some a> o, 
(15) e(P) = 0 for OP ~ a 
e(P) > o for OP < a 
and OP is the distance of P from an origin 0. Then from (11), (14, and (15) 
we have 
(16) z(P) = 1 - [1 - e(P)] exp[- * z(P)l 
z(P) = 1 - exp[- ~ z(P)] p 
for OP < a 
for OP ~ ,a • 
.. 
It is clear from the first equation in (16) that z(P) > 0 for OP < a. We 
shall show next that z(P) > 0 for all P, i.e., the epidemic spreads everywhere_ 
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The argument is by contradiation. Suppose there is a P auch that z(P ) = o. 
0 0 
This cannot occur for OP0 < a. Then the second equation of (16) implies that 
z(P ) = o. But 
0 
by (12), 
where ~(P ,Q) in the integral is> 0 for P Q < b, Consequently, we must have 0 0 
z ( Q) = 0 almost everywhere for all Q such that P 0 Q < b. Continuing towards 
the origin in this way, we arrive in a finite number of steps at a contra-
diction of the fact that z(P) > 0 for all P such that OP < a. Hence z(P) > 0 
for all P, and the epidemic spreads ~verywhere. 
Next we shall consider the severity of the epidemic, as measured by 
z(P), as P ~ m. We shall use the following additional ass~tions: 
(a) z(P) is strictly monotome decreasing as OP ~ CX) • 
(b) the function A is isotropic, i.e., 
1-(P,Q) = f..(PQ) 
a function of distance alone. 
If P ~ CX) in a given direction, then z(P) tends to a limit g, say, since 
z(P) is bounded below. Assume that the limit is the same for all directions 
(clearly we have this symmetry property if the function C(P) depends only on 
OP). Then from (12), (13) and (4), we have that z(P) ~ ~ as P ~ oo• By (16) 
g :uru.st satisfy 
(17) 
1- ~ c exp(- £ s) . p 
or equivalently 
The function 1-g equals 1 at s=O, and has constant slope -l. The convex 
fUnction exp(- £ ~) equals 1 at g=O, and has slope - ~ at s=O. p p 
If£ s l, then s=O is the only non-negative root of (17), while if p 
£ > 1, then there is a positive root between 0 and 1. See Figure 1. 
p 
!!.<1 p 
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Figure 1 
!!.>1 p 
We shall prove the following theorem which is due to Kendall: 
Theorem: Under the assumptions already stated, z(P) ~ ~ as P ~ ro, where 
a 0 o o ~ = 0 for- ~ 1 and~ is the positive root of C = 1 - exp(-- ~) for-> 1. 
0 p 0 p p 
Proof: What remains to be proved is the assertion concerning the positive 
root. The proof is by contradiction. For 2. > 1, suppose ~ = o. Then fqr p 0 
OP sufficiently large, z(P) is close to zero, sinee we have assumed that z(P) 
is strictly monotone decreasing as OP ~ ~. If z(P) is close to zero then, so 
is z(P), since by (16) 
z(P) = 1 - exp(- 9 z(P)) 
where e = £ > 1. Ex.pand 1 - exp[- 9z(P)], dropping powers of z(P) higher p 
than the first: 
z(P) ;.._; 6z(P) 
Hence, 
~ z(P) ~ z(P) • 
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Then for any ex satisfying 1 > ex > i' we have 
(18) ex z(P) ~ z(P) for all OP > c, 
for some sufficiently large c. Denote an n-fold iteration of the operation 
z(P) = Sf z(Q) ~(P,Q) dS 
by z;(n)(P), i.e., 
z;(n)(P) = ss z;(n-l)(Q) A(P,Q) dS 
Each z:(k)(Q) depends on z(k-l) at points within a radius b of Q, Now by (18) 
we have 
Repeated iteration yields 
(19) 
For fixed a choose n so that an < ~ • 
With OP > (n-1) b+c, consider the two circles: 
See Figure 2. 
r1: center o, radius OP 
r 2: center P, radius nb 
for OP > b + c • 
for OP > (n-1) b + c 
-18 -
0 
Figur~ 2 ,, ... -, 
If' OP is large enough the' intersection of' 'the' ·wo ·circles will be almost a 
semicircle of' r 2; but in any ca,~~ .~~~- interse~~~~n i_s at least 1/4 of' r 2" 
For Q in the intersection, z(Q) ;;;: z(P) by the monoto.nicity assumption. Let 
A(n)(P,Q) be the kernel of' the n;..fold iteration o:f z{P) = II z(Q) A.(P,Q) d.S, 
i.e., 
(20) 
where integration is with respect to Q over the whole plane. Now since 
(21) JJ ~(n)(P,Q) dS = 1 , 
r2 
and X(n)(P,Q) is isotropic, it f'ollows that 
z(n)(P) ~ I J z(Q) ~(n)(P,Q) dS 
r 1 n r 2 
-19 ... 
~ z(P) I I A(n)(P,Q) dS 
r1 n r 2 
1 ~ 4 z(P) 
But by (19), with our an<~ , 
(J This is a contradiction, so for - > 1 we must have s > o. p 0 Q E D. 
In the case where z(P) ~ ~ > 0 as P ~ m, we say that there is a 
0 
pandemic; in this case the fraction of individuals succumbing to the disease 
will be at least ~ 0 even at indefinitely great distances from the origin. 
II. Recurrent Epidemics 
Suppose we modify the previous model by taking into account a supply of 
susceptibles entering the infected area. 
If 
Let ~ be the number of susceptibles entering per unit time. 
Then the equations are: 
dx_ dt- - ~xy + ~; 
is an equilibrium point, then 
0 = -t3X y + ~ 0 0 
0 = 13XoY 0 - yy 0 
X = ::f. 
0 13 
y =!::. 0 'V 
To. determine stability, let 
x(t) = x0 (1 + ~(t)) 
y(t) = y0 (1 + v(t)) 
.. 
- 20·-
xo ~ = .. · ~oY 0 ( 1 +u.) ( 1 +v). + ll 
~~ = - % (u+v-tuv) 
dv 1 ( ) 
- =- u l+v dt 't' 
~;;; -% (u+v) 
-;· :• ···.··, 1-
dv ~ 1 
- =- u dt 't' ' neglecting non-linear terms 
1 
O"'t' (u+v) 
-I dv ·. ·•· ~. 
=- (-r- + y,) 
. a~ ... ·' .. dt , .. . ,·:,•.:' •r: . .· :.:~ : ~.-.· . 
So 
11 1 1 1 ··· Q v +.-v +-.v= • (j'" . O"'t' 
The solution is 
v(t) = 
provided ll is small, so 1/ at > 1/ 4cr2 • 
The solution for ll can be found similarly: 
u(t) = u0 ~~ cos(t + ~) exp(- ~); cos ~ =~I~ . 
Apparently these solutions are periodic, but damped, so that as 
t ~ oo, u(t) ~ 01 v(t) ~ 0; i.e., x(t) ~ x0, y(t) ~ y0• Unfortunately this 
model does not seem to conform to observed situations. 
In this model, we neglected non-linear terms in the differential equation3. 
However, even if they are included, the solutions turn out to be periodic and 
damped: 
. ' 
Let 
Note that 
so that 
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~ =.::.! (u+v+uv),· dv = ~ u(l+v) dt cr dt ~ 
f(u,v) = l+u - log(l+u) + ~ (l+v - log(l+y}) • 
u - log(l+u) > o 
f(u,v) ~ l +.! 
cr 
if u > -1 ' 
if u, v > -1 • 
Since x(t), y(t) must be positive, this restriction on u, v is always satisfied 
df(u,v) = ~ [l _ _!_] + _:: [.9! [1 _ .2:_ )] dt dt l+u (j dt 1+v 
Substituting the expressions for du/dt, dv/dt in the equation, we get 
df(u,v) = _ u2 ~ 0 
dt cr(1+u) • 
··(strict in equality if u f o.) Note that f(O,O) 
·miriimum value of f ( u, v) • 
v 
'r 
= 1 + -, which is the (j 
u 
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The origin correspond to f(O, 0) = 1 + ~· SUppose that at 
t = 0, f(u(t), v(t)) = ~~ f 1 + ~· Consider the behavior of f(u(t), v(t)) as 
t ~ ~. Since [df(u, v)Vdt < o, since u f 0 initially, so the solution curve 
will move inward, staJ~ng within the curve f(u, v) = c3• If it does not 
converge to u = v = 0 (the equilibrium point), then there is a sequence ft11} 
such that f(u(t ), v(t )) converges to some value, say c2 < c3; let 
* n *n 
u(t ) ~ u , v(t ) ~ v • 
n n 
Now consider f(u, v) as a function of u,v. By the uniqueness of the 
solution of the differential equation, f(u, v) has the property that any 
; ..... ·-... i~~tial point u0 v0, for any C.> o, and to there is a neighborhood.N, of·:: 
. · ... (u0 , v0 ), such that if (u.J v•) € N, then the solution with initial value 
(u: v' ), is withir; € of the solution with initial value"·(u0 , v0 ) for t ~ t 0 • 
If we take u~ v* as initial point, then since df/dt ~ o, and is at least 
. . '. . . . . ... ~ 
momentarily negative, the solution must tend inward, staying within the 
c2-curve. For any~> o. For sufficiently large n, (u/t ), v(t ) is close ~~ * n n 
enouth to (u,' v ) so that f(u(t+t ), v(t+t )) is within e of the solution with 
* * n n initial point (u, v ) for a finite time, t 0• But this me~s that ultimately, 
f(u(t+t ), v(t+t )) moves inside the c2 curve contradicting the hypothesis 
,..n * n * * . that u, v is the limiting point. Thus if (u, v ) f (0, 0), we arrive at a 
constrdicti, This proves that for any initial value, f(u, v) tends to 
f ( 0, 0) the equilibrium is stable. 
III. 
Let us consider two distinct groups '\-Tithin the population; for instance, 
they might be geographically separated. 
Let x1 ( t), y 1 ( t) be the numbers of susceptible and infected individuals 
in the first group. Let x2(t), y2(t) be the corresponding number ~or the 
second group. Then / 
dxl 
dt = - xl[~lyl + ~2y2] + ~ _+ ~(x2 • xl) 
~1 . 
dt = xl[~lyl + ~2y2] - ~Yl + ~(y2- yl)' 
where e, ~ are coefficients representing the mutal immigration rates for the 
two groups. The equations for x2, y 2 are obtained from those above l>~ inte~ 
changing indices. 
·- 2'3 -
0 0 0 0 Let x1, ~~, y1, y 2 be an equilibrium point for the system. Then 
' if x~ f x~, then ~ly~ = ~2y~; since ~1~2, y~, y~ > o. This means y~ = y~ ; o, 
which is a trivial equilibrium. Thus the only nontrivial equilibrium point is 
so 
let 
x. = x0(1 + u.); ~ ~ 
''' 
is the only nontrivial 
equilibrium point 
i = 1, 2 
Substituting these expressions into the differential equations, we obtain 
and two other equations with indices interchanged. 
Let 
- 24 -
Then the equation becomes, 
(d 1 ) a 1 - a dt + Ci + e u1 ..f- a v l - eu2 +. ~ v 2 = 0 
vu1 + [~t + y(1 - o) + ~] v1 - [y(1 ~a) + ~] v2 = o 
'· and two others with interchanged indices. 
If we add each equation to the one with indices interchanged, we obtain 
Let 
then 
or 
. . .... -
(2-.... + .!) u + Y. = 0 dt a a 
-----··. ··- . 
d . 
dt v- yU = 0 
2£= dt 
u v 
----a a 
dV _ dt- yU 
The matrix of coefficients is 
b = 
1 
its tra.ce is - - and 
a ' 
1 
--a 
y 
det 6. = ::J. > 0 • 
a 
1 
a 
0 
··- .. 
... 
r·.· 
... 
····-· --·-·---- - .. 
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Thus both eigenvalues must have negative rea.l parts. 
FUrthermore, if we go back and subtract corresponding equations, we 
obtain, letting U' ~ u1 - u2; V' = v1 - v2 
dU 1 l l 2a dt = - <a + 2e) u, + ~ Y' 
~~~ = yU' - [2y(l - a) + 2~] V' 
The matrix of coefficients is 
tJ. I = 
Its trace is negative and 
1 
- - - 28 C1 
1- 2a 
C1 
-2y(l - a) - 2~ 
det b- 1 ::: 2(.! + 29) (y(1- a)+~)- y( 1 - 20:) 
C1 C1 
det 6 1 = 2[~ + ~ + 28[y(l- a) + ~] > 0 C1 C1 
. 
so both eigenroots of this matrix have negative real parts. 
These result~_.togethe:r:; show that.U, V, U', v' all tend to 0 as t _. oo·-· 
.- • .J.J .. ' 
,and therei'ore, so do u1, v1, u2,,. v2 showing the equilibrium to be stable. 
IV. Spatially continuous densities of susceptibles and infectives 
Let x(g, 11, t), y(s, -'11, t) be the two dimensional spatial frequencies 
of susceptibles infectives of time t. 
Let (~, 11) be the coordinates of the point P. Fix P, and a small 
directed interval starting at P, 6P. Let ~oP represent the directional 
derivative at P in the chosen direction. Then 
x(P, t + dt) ~ x(P,t) - t3x(P,t) dt[y(P,t) +a ~p y(P + 6P, t) -a~ y(P,t)] 
0 
--x oP (P, t)] dt 
as dt, 6P -o o, we obtain, 
:.: 26-
"'tt _x(P, t) 
or 
~ = - f'X:(y + 0: W2 y) + ll + 9 w2x • 
similarly, we obtain 
These equations should be compared with those of Part III, since they may be 
regarded as describing a model with a very large number of very small distinct 
groups. 
Let us use these equations to examine the way a disease spreads from a 
newly introduced center of infection. 
If 
A = t3x - y; 
we may write ., .. C 
..... 
·· i · •· · · . · ..... ~~ : . ·. .. r .. r 
• : l . . . ,· . ,. . . - ·, .•. ,. • ,. ·' .. ~. :· ..,.. .. . . 
Initially x is approximat~ly ·constant, ~·6:. trl'at this ~quation is a standard 
.. ,,,.. . .. ;.. .. ;_ . 
diffUsion equation. We shall solve it by ·zn.eans of the Fourier transform for 
spatial coordinates, 
- ... . 
M(P, q, t) = IS eXP(iPs + iq~) y(~, ~~ t) dS d~ • 
Note that ~~ is the Fourier transform of ~;, since we may differentiate under 
the ~ntegral. 
To find the Fourier transform of vFy, consider 
Integrating twice by parts, with respeict- to t, assuming that y(P, t) .... 0 
as P ~ =, we obtain 
•·,, 
similarly 
. - 27 -
IJ exp(i~ + iq1l) ?ly d~ d'Tl = - Mq2 
di'i2 
Thus the Fourier transform of w2y is -M(p2 + q2 ). Combining these results 
with the equation, 
we obtain 
so 
cY = Ay + B'I-Fy dt 
C is an arbitrary constant. 
Using the standard inversion formula for Fourier transforms, we obtain 
Y = ~ II exp[- ips - iq1lJ H(p, q, t) dp dq 
.. ,,·.I 
C At s [ f.~ ifr] 
= 2iT e exp - ~ B+P + ,/l3-t( dp 
_ c r ~2 + i1~ y(s, 1), t) - 2Bt exp ~At - 4Bt -) 
where C is now determined by the initial conditions. 
.,~ Le_t yR be the total ~~E-~ 'of 1n:f'ec"!fi~ 9~t~ide a circle of. radius R; 
ai~ce-y(~, l\, t) is a density, we have . . 
y = R SI c y ~ d'T) =-2Bt s r ~2 + 112] expLAt - 4Bt d~ d'fl • 
·::·;" .r,,-,.':Itt'polar coordinates, this becomes 
2n co 
• eAt J d9 J exp(- IT:t) rdr 
0 R 
C At R2 
= 2Bt e 2rr • (2Bt exp[- 4Bt]) 
~ 
= 2nC exp[At - 4Bt] 
; ,. 
and thus 
R .... 2(AB )1/ 2 t as t .... oo. · Fbr ·any fixed yR' the circle of radius R, such that 
the total infection outside it is yR' grows at the rate FVt; i.e., the 
velocity ot propagation has the limiting value 
2(AB)l/2 = 2[(Bx - y) (~ + a~)]l/2 • 
